TomTom GO 700

The new generation of TomTom GO 700 makes life even easier with a satellite navigation system and Bluetooth™ hands-free car kit in one. Save the cost of a hands-free car kit, and if you change cars, no problem – just take your GO with you!

Tap the GO screen to accept or make calls via your Bluetooth enabled cell phone and talk through the GO while you drive. The GO routes calls automatically through the powerful built-in speaker and microphone, while the screen continues to show you where to go. It makes every trip safer, more efficient and more enjoyable.

Finding your way is easy. Just tap the screen to pick your destination and choose the type of route you want (fastest, shortest, avoiding tolls) and off you go. The GO also holds millions of pre-programmed points of interest like hotels, restaurants and gas stations. And you can add your own favorites and download more with TomTom PLUS services.

Easy

- Just plug in, switch on & GO
- Simple touch-screen operation
- Clear, accurate turn-by-turn voice instructions
- Compact, portable design; easy to take from car to car
- Crystal-clear 3D navigation

Smart

- Hands-free calling via Bluetooth™ with mobile phone
- Integrated GPS antenna
- Speaks more than 30 languages
- Over 50 voices to choose from
- Millions of points of interest available

Connected

- Built-in Bluetooth™ connection
- Ready for TomTom PLUS services (real time information on weather, traffic, etc.)
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TomTom GO 700

Portable GPS Navigation System

GO 700 Technical specs

- CPU: 400 Mhz ARM920T processor
- Memory: 64 MB RAM + 2.5GB hard disk storage
- Screen: 320 x 240 x 4096 colors 3.5” TFT screen
- Battery: Rechargeable internal Li-Ion battery (lasts 4 hours)
- Dimensions: 4.5” x 3.6” x 2.3”
- Weight: 11 ounces
- GPS: 12 channel ‘All-in-view’ integrated GPS receiver with internal antenna. Support for active external antenna (not included)
- Remote: Available remote control
- TomTom PLUS ready: Yes
- Hands-free: Hands-free calling via Bluetooth™. Compatible with most leading Bluetooth enabled mobile phones. (Integrated microphone included)
- Navigation: Assisted Satellite Navigation system (ASN) allows continuous navigation, even in tunnels.
- USB: to connect to a PC for updates

GO 700 Package Contents:

- TomTom GO 700 device with integrated GPS antenna
- Maps of the US and Canada on hard disk
- AC charger and cigarette lighter charger
- Internal Li-ion battery good for up to 4 hours
- Car mount
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